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Better mode to unlock all cards Unlock all cards and 3 copies of each card will be better mode what mode?? I do not see mode T .... T [Attachment removed from quotes] Name: Yonyo! Duel-generated version: 121a Root: No mode: Unlock installation step: 1. Remove Play Store version 2. Installation mode APK 3. Copy
OBB files to SDCARD/Android/Obb/4. Play game credits: ? Play Store Link: Download Link: MOD APK OBB Download Link: Do you offer mod here?? Does it offer unlimited duel points? Does it unlock the card? Can we buy (unlock) offline premium cards? Does the mode actually work? What does the Chinese/Japanese
line of options mean? I did not download modded data files, but the version I tried stopped working after a few days - when I tried to run the game, only a black screen appears, I can not run the game again without ninis the application. Is there a way to work permanently offline like some anti-ban mode? We found the
place where the game data is stored, and presumptively root device/data/data/com.konami.ygodgtest. It has 85 files and 5 folders, but I'm not sure where the data is stored. Can I copy to cancel the app and get saved? Last edited: September 27, 2018 What is the purpose of this mode? Forced shopping means free IAP
purchases, which can be purchased for free. - But here comes the bad side effect: to be able to do that free shopping, you also have Lucky Patcher installed. Besides, many bans are going out, to those who do so. I have not tried this motorcycle version so far because the 1 hour download hurts a little. Lol so I don't
know, I implemented a semi-ban on this version, but I doubt so. Yes, I thought so. I used to play this with mods and buy everything but I usually get banned like 2 days haha and I appreciate a lot for this hope I wotk apkCombo game card I hope yonio wotk note! Apk + OBB (521 MB) Download APK + OBB (521 MB)
World's Best Selling Trading Card Game! The world's best selling trading card game! It's duel time! Enjoy thrilling duels against characters from animated TV series and players from around the world! Build a winning deck to scare your enemies by collecting powerful monsters, magic spells and cards representing
amazing traps. Endless play offline or online and unique weekly challenges make it organic! Duel Generation is the perfect free play trading card game for all players. ANYONE CAN PLAY: FROM NEW DUELS TO EXPERIENCED PLAYERS, DUEL GENERATION IS A GAME ANYONE CAN CHOOSE AND PLAY.
Includes tutorials to support new players as well as campaign modes that allow players to easily focus on their opponents until they are ready to take on a bigger challenger! Thousands of cards: You can collect more than 6,000 cards. From White Dragon to Sluggishness, more coming soon! Weekly Challenge: Each
week, the game gives you the opportunity to face a new lineup of progressively more difficult opponents for new cards that you can add to your deck. Play offline and online: All game modes are equipped with unlimited free play - perfect for honing your skills! DUEL GENERATION is the most complete free play card
gaming experience on mobile. Whether you are a starting trade card game player or seasoned veteran, there is something for everyone to enjoy. Supported Languages:As English French©1996 Takahashi Kazuki© 2011 NAS and TV Tokyo New =- Bug Fix Email: kdeussupport@konami.com More Downloads APK +
OBB (521 MB) Enjoy a new Organico adventure in Nouzo. Choose your favorite character from the series and join an epic battle with others to become the king of the game. Collect awesome cards from the deck to unlock special abilities when you take on your enemies. Win against The Best Dew List of Organico and
climb to the ranking table. Learn more about this amazing game from Konami Digital Entertainment with our reviews. Story This game is inspired by the famous Yingao card game, which was originally created after the success of the Yingao manga series. Following your high school kid's journey, you will find yourself
caught up in an amazing world of magical creatures and powerful gods through this exciting card game. Discover the world of ancient gods through magic card games. In The Organic Dual Generation, you can choose this unique card game and play it on your mobile device whenever you want. Play through exciting
campaign modes as you collect more and more useful cards. Collect the most powerful and effective cards to make your deck more powerful. You'll find intuitive and addictive gameplay for all gamers in The Organic Dual Generation, and all the exciting features that make it a relatively enjoyable experience when even
the inexperienced gamers first appear in the game. Thanks to simple and intuitive controls, you can easily get used to the gameplay in no time. On top of that, a pleasant tutorial, Yingao Beginners can quickly get the stumbling block of the game without having to spend time researching the rules or watch the show all
over again. Not to mention exciting The mode definitely set you up as a pro player thanks to a smart matchmaking system. In other words, you can get used to the mechanics before you can take on tough challenges, as well as take on opponents easily to collect enough cards. And that is to say, It's also a great
opportunity for those interested in the original story. To learn more about each character's backstory, you can take on a series of exciting missions and challenges. Fight your favorite characters in the series, such as Kaiba and Organic, and find yourself befriending them. And since it's a card game, it's important that you
collect enough cards to unleash your epic abilities. Start picking the first card in the series from more than 6000 different cards in the series. Solve the wrath of the Blue Eyes White Dragon, or take on the toughest challenges to gather The Great Power and Incredible Power of Yumyeo as you unlock Exodia's Forbidden.
Collect all the best cards from the series and feel free to build the ultimate deck. In addition, the game also features many exciting weekly challenges where you can compete and earn multiple rewards. Engage in a series of different battles with increasing difficulty. Defeat your opponents in style and collect new powerful
cards in your deck. You also have the opportunity to earn amazing rewards in the game. If you find that offline gameplay is no longer challenging, you can also join the online Organico community to fight the best durists from around the world. Play with the most skilled players to hone your skills and abilities as you take
on epic challenges in style. In addition, to enjoy the game, the more, you can also choose your favorite online ranking battles where you can climb the ranking table and compete with the biggest players and other season veterans. And to help gamers get the most out of their organic gaming experience, the game also
has many languages for you to pick up and enjoy. Play the game in your preferred language, including English, French, Italian, German, Spanish and more. Your favorite card game won't feel that natural. And if you're wondering which of your friends you're playing, you can easily get answers by linking your Facebook
account to the game. This allows you to find all the friends playing the game and enjoy an epic dueling experience with them whenever you want. You'll also never know that if an account linked to your account is lost on your phone or the game is accidentally deleted, you'll lose your progress. Just reconnect and you can
come back from your start. Despite all the exciting features, the game is currently free for all Android gamers to enjoy. You can easily install it on your mobile device whenever you want. Just found the game in the Google Play Store and installed it. And if you have trouble enjoying the game due to in-app purchases,
challenging opponents or annoying ads, we can help you with a modified version of the game. Instead, you can download the Organico Dual Generation Mode APK to unlock unlimited battle points and delete ads. With amazing graphics, the game introduces gamers to epic hand-drawn magic cards, stunning combat
animations, and amazing visual effects. In other words, you can find yourself having fun with this epic duel title. For those interested in a full-fledged Organic Audio experience, The Organic Dual Generation will actually feel animated by voice actors, stunning sound effects, and more. Apk installed on the device, do not
open the application. Extract the OBB file to /SDCARD/Android/obb/com.konami.ygodgtest. Make sure that the OBB file (main.121.com.konami.ygodgtest.obb) is within the com.konami.ygodgtest folder. Restart the game. Enjoy! Fans of the famous Organico Dual Links and Pokemon Dual will now have another great
game to enjoy whenever they want. Find yourself caught up in another great Organico adventure as you dive into this epic card game. Choose to enjoy the game with your favorite characters, take on exciting duels with friends and online gamers, and most importantly, complete your dream collection of legendary cards
like you always wanted when you were a kid. In addition, with our modified version of the game, you can enjoy more games. More.
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